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1. Purpose 

This document presents a range of empirical insights and industry developments that will help inform 

UK Power Networks’ strategic decision making in relation to the operation and management of our 

networks. 

We believe some of the key factors that will influence our decision making are the storage, generation, 

electric vehicle charging assets, and electrified heating installations connecting to our networks. 

The findings presented in this report will provide a view of the current landscape in relation to the 

above factors. Quarterly updates allow us to actively monitor current trends and maintain an up-to-

date, empirically based view of the future. 

Considering the immediate and future implications of the latest developments will enable us to take 

decisive action as appropriate and will ultimately help us to fulfil our vision of being the best 

performing DNO group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared for UK Power Networks’ internal purposes only. Where the 

document is shared it is provided for general information only. It is not intended to amount to 

advice upon which any third party should rely. You must obtain professional or specialist advice 

before taking or refraining from taking any action on this basis of this document or information 

contained in it. UK Power Networks makes no representation or warranty (express or implied) as 

to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information contained within this document. UK 

Power Networks accepts no liability in connection with any reliance that you may place on the 

information provided and any such reliance that you place on this information is entirely at your 

own risk. 
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2. Executive Summary 

Among the most significant findings in this edition of the Market Intelligence Report are the following: 

Electric Vehicles (EVs) 

 There are almost 30,000 public charge points in the UK, of which around 3,000 were installed 
between January and May 2020. The regions with most public charge points are Greater 
London and the South East. Nationally the majority of public charge points are located in either 
car parks or at destinations. 

 Greater London is the region with lowest EV to public charge point ratio (5.3) in the UK as of 
2019 Q4. 

 In 2020, there have been 22,054 and 14,582 new registrations for pure-EVs and Plug-in Hybrid 
EVs (PHEVs) respectively in the UK. The cumulative number of registered EVs is circa 305,000.  

 The European average EV to public charge point ratio remains at 8.5, which is better than that 
of the UK (9.9). Some countries are offering generous monetary incentives to encourage use 
of EVs and related charging infrastructure development, with Italy being a successful example 
in almost tripling charge point numbers under the “Eco-Bonus” program.    

Storage 

 There is now just under 4GW of available energy storage in the UK, 860MW of which is 

supplied by batteries, mostly located in the East and North East of England. 

 Plans are underway to construct the UKs first GigaFactory, with a battery production 

capacity of 35GWh. 

Generation and Low-Carbon Technologies 

 Electricity generation by Major Power Producers fell in 2020 Q1 due to a warmer January and 
the Covid lockdown. With lowered demand and high availability of renewable energy, the UK 
had a coal-free period of over two months between April and June 2020. 

 Low-carbon generation accounted for 55% of the 12-month generation mix in the UK, of which 
35% are renewables. The key reasons for this are the significant growth in offshore (+33%) 
and onshore wind (+16%), with a huge decline in use of coal (-36%). 

 A survey from the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) includes a 
question on Net Zero for the first time in March 2020.  64% of the respondents said they have 
never heard of the Net Zero concept and 35% indicated different levels of awareness. 

Economic Indicators and Covid 

 The retail prices of petrol and diesel fell to four year lows, with petrol prices in May falling 

below £1.05 a litre. After rising for the first time in over a year, the wholesale prices of gas 

and electricity fell significantly. 

 There has been a sharp decline in the wholesale price of electricity in the UK in the first 

quarter of 2020. This has been linked to the Covid-19 pandemic. The higher than average 

levels of wind and solar generation, combined with the fall in demand due to lockdown 

measures has created a surplus of energy, meaning lower wholesale prices. 

 The final quarter of 2019 saw the fewest housing starts since the third quarter of 2014, with 

under 30,000 houses started. This represents a 30% quarterly reduction on 2019 Q3. 

 The latest analysis from professional services firm PwC forecasts the UK’s Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) to decline between 8% and 12% over 2020. There should be gradual recovery 

later in the year, although a deeper contraction in Q2 could hold back the speed of recovery 

after the initial end of lockdown bounce. PwC forecast that by the end of 2021, the UK’s GDP 

will be between 1.5% to 7% below pre-crisis trends. 

 Due to many businesses having to close down during lockdown, the demand for electricity 

has dropped significantly in the UK and Europe as a whole. Analysis from Aurora Energy 
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Research shows that energy usage in the UK in mid-May is down on average over 13% 

compared to last year, and this pattern is replicated in other European nations. 

Decarbonising Heat 

 Currently just over 75% of properties in our licence area are heated via a gas connection, 

less than the England average. LPN has the highest number of heat networks, and this looks 

to continue in the future. Our DFES estimates that by 2030, there could be up to 520,000 

customers connected to heat networks in UK Power Networks licence area - 80% of which 

would be located in London. 

 The non-domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (NDRHI) scheme has seen falling accreditations 

year on year since 2014, with 2019 seeing the lowest number since 2011. Domestic 

Renewable Heat Incentive (DRHI) accreditations actually rose last year to reach their highest 

level since 2015, although in real terms 2019 saw less than half the accreditations seen in 

2015. 

 On 28 April 2020 the Government announced that the NDRHI scheme would close to new 

applicants from April 2021, whilst the DRHI has been extended to March 2022. 

 Two schemes are being proposed to replace the RHI, a Clean Heat Grant (CHG) and a Green 

Gas Support Scheme (GGSS). The financial structure of the GGSS will be tariff based, which 

the government say is particularly well suited to biomethane support. Meanwhile, the 

Government has recognised that upfront capital cost is the largest barrier to a renewable 

heat source. This is why they CHG will move away from a tariff based mechanism and 

towards an upfront grant mechanism. The current form of the grant is a flat rate of £4,000 

for all technologies eligible under the CHG. 
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3. Electric Vehicles 

 

3.1. London 

As of 2019 Q4, there are almost 39,0001 ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEV)2 registered in London, 

representing an increase of 56% from 2018 Q4. Out of these ULEVs, 15,000 (38%) are battery electric 

vehicles (BEV), also known as pure-EVs. The EV to public charge point ratio3 is 5.3, which is a 0.1 

increase from the figure in 2019 Q34. The distribution of EVs by London borough is illustrated below: 

Figure 1: Distribution of EVs in London 

 

Sources: Department for Transport statistics and Zap-Map 

 

The top five local authorities with most EV registrations in London are concentrated in West London, 

namely Westminster, Barnet, Ealing, Hillingdon, followed by Hammersmith and Fulham. Growth of 

charge points in London over the last 12-months has been slowed, particularly after March 2020 due 

to the Covid pandemic. 

 

                                                           
1 Table VEH0132a and VEH0132b, https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-
transport/about/statistics 
2 Ultra low emission vehicles include pure-EVs, plug-in hybrid EVs and fuel cell EVs. 
3 Zap-Map, https://www.zap-map.com/statistics/ 
4 Figure 6, Market Intelligence Report March 2020 

There are almost 30,000 public charge points in the UK, of which around 

3,000 were installed between Jan to May 2020. The current EV to charge 

point ratio is 9.9.  

The UK government has announced specialised funding this year to 

expand charging networks on residential streets and rapid chargers on 

motorways.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/statistics
https://www.zap-map.com/statistics/
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3.2. UK Charging Infrastructure 

The rate of public charge point installation has slowed considerably in the UK, with the latest projected 

figure for the year being approximately 7,150. This means the number of installed charge points in 

2020 may be 27% lower than the previous year. 

 Figure 2: Public charge points installed in the UK per annum 

 

Source: Zap-Map 

According to the Zap-Map database, there are almost 30,000 public charge points in the UK as of the 

end of May 2020. The top three regions with most public charge points are Greater London (27% of 

UK total), South East (14% of UK total) and Scotland (12% of UK total). 

Figure 3: Public charge points by area 

 

Source: Zap-Map 
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There were 2,939 public charge points installed between January and May 2020, with the top three 

regions being Greater London, the South East and Scotland. Nine regions have achieved a year to date 

growth rate of over 10%, including East of England (13%) and South East (12%).   

Figure 4: Public charge points installation from Jan to May 2020 

 

Source: Zap-Map 

 

Regarding the EV to public charge point ratio, downward trends have been observed for more than 

half of the regions in the UK. However, there are slight upward trends between 1.5% to 1.7% for UK 

Power Networks licence areas (approximated by Greater London, East of England and South East).  

The overall ratio of the UK is 9.9, which is 0.1 higher than the figure for 2019 Q3. 

Table 1: EV to public charge point ratio as of 2019 Q45 and Q3 

Region 2019 Q4 2019 Q3 Quarterly movement (%) 

East Midlands 9.2 10.2 -9.6% 

East of England 20.5 20.2 1.6% 

Greater London 5.3 5.2 1.5% 

North East 4.6 4.7 -1.6% 

North West 6.8 6.9 -1.6% 

Northern Ireland 6.5 5.9 9.4% 

Scotland 5.0 4.8 3.7% 

South East 15.4 15.1 1.7% 

South West 14.0 14.5 -3.6% 

Wales 6.2 6.4 -3.8% 

West Midlands 22.5 23.4 -3.7% 

Yorkshire and the Humber 12.4 13.3 -6.9% 

Source: Department of Transport and Zap-Map 

 

                                                           
5 The latest regional EV registration data available was 2019 Q4 when this report was written.  
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New Funds for EV Development 

Despite 80% of EV owners having their own domestic wall box chargers, a third of UK homeowners 

(60% for those living in town and city centres) are unable to install a charge point as they do not own 

a driveway or garage6. To support the development of EV charging infrastructure and to prepare for 

the potential end of the sale of new petrol, diesel and hybrid cars and vans in 20357, the UK 

Government has announced (1) to double an existing fund for residential on-street charge points and 

(2) the setup of a rapid charging fund to speed up public charge point installation. 

On 21 January 2020, the Transport Secretary announced a doubling of the funding for the installation 

of charge points on residential streets8. The government are proposing £10 million of investment, 

which is hoped to fund the installation of an additional 7,200 charge points by 2021. 

In Budget 2020, the Rapid Charging Fund was announced as part of a £500 million commitment for EV 

charging infrastructure. The related policy paper was published in May to outline the plans for 

installing chargers along motorways and major A roads. 

Table 2: The Rapid Charging Fund  

Target Year Description 

2023 At least 6 high powered9, open access charge points at motorway service areas in England, 
with some target having as many as 10-12. 

2030 2,500 high powered charge points across England’s motorways and major A roads  

2035 6,000 high powered charge points across England’s motorways and major A roads  

Source: Office for Low Emission Vehicles10 

 

Smart Charging Paying Dividends 

During the Bank Holiday on 23 May, some EV owners with Ohme home charger11 were paid up to £5 

(11p per kilowatt-hour) while charging their cars as electricity prices went negative for more than 12 

hours. This negative price was driven by the generation surplus caused by low system demand during 

the holiday and excess renewable energy in the system12.  

 

 

                                                           
6 UK electric vehicle drivers face charging point struggle, https://www.autoexpress.co.uk/electric-
cars/352419/uk-electric-vehicle-drivers-face-charging-point-struggle 
7 Consulting on ending the sale of new petrol, diesel and hybrid cars and vans, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consulting-on-ending-the-sale-of-new-petrol-diesel-and-
hybrid-cars-and-vans 
8 Funding for on-street charge points doubled to help charge up electric vehicle revolution, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-for-on-street-chargepoints-doubled-to-help-charge-up-
electric-vehicle-revolution 
9 High powered charge points in Rapid Charging Fund are 150-300kW capable, charging 3 times faster than 
most charge points currently in place and delivering around 120-145 miles of range in just 15 minutes. 
10Government vision for the rapid charge point network in England. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-vision-for-the-rapid-chargepoint-network-in-
england/government-vision-for-the-rapid-chargepoint-network-in-england 
11 UK EV Owners Got Paid To Charge Their Cars Over The Holiday Weekend, 
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/05/29/uk-ev-owners-got-paid-to-charge-their-cars-over-the-holiday-
weekend/ 
12 Electric vehicle drivers paid to charge up over Bank Holiday weekend, 
https://www.businessgreen.com/news/4015795/electric-vehicle-drivers-paid-charge-bank-holiday-weekend 

https://www.autoexpress.co.uk/electric-cars/352419/uk-electric-vehicle-drivers-face-charging-point-struggle
https://www.autoexpress.co.uk/electric-cars/352419/uk-electric-vehicle-drivers-face-charging-point-struggle
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consulting-on-ending-the-sale-of-new-petrol-diesel-and-hybrid-cars-and-vans
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consulting-on-ending-the-sale-of-new-petrol-diesel-and-hybrid-cars-and-vans
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-for-on-street-chargepoints-doubled-to-help-charge-up-electric-vehicle-revolution
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-for-on-street-chargepoints-doubled-to-help-charge-up-electric-vehicle-revolution
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-vision-for-the-rapid-chargepoint-network-in-england/government-vision-for-the-rapid-chargepoint-network-in-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-vision-for-the-rapid-chargepoint-network-in-england/government-vision-for-the-rapid-chargepoint-network-in-england
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/05/29/uk-ev-owners-got-paid-to-charge-their-cars-over-the-holiday-weekend/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/05/29/uk-ev-owners-got-paid-to-charge-their-cars-over-the-holiday-weekend/
https://www.businessgreen.com/news/4015795/electric-vehicle-drivers-paid-charge-bank-holiday-weekend
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3.3. UK EV Uptake 

 

According to Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMTT), the monthly registrations of Pure-

EVs have exceeded Plug-in Hybrids in early 2020. In fact, pure-EVs are the only type of vehicles in May 

2020 that recorded an increase in registrations compared to May 2019. 

This is likely due in part to changes in policy, from April 2020, pure-EVs have exempted from road 

tax/vehicle excise duty (VED)13 and also benefit-in-kind tax for company cars14.     

Figure 5: Pure-EV and PHEV registrations over 2020 to date 

 

Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders15 

 

                                                           
13 Road Tax on Electric Cars, https://pod-point.com/guides/driver/road-tax-on-electric-
cars#:~:text=Since%20April%202020%20zero%20emission,on%20a%20pure%20electric%20vehicle.&text=PHE
Vs%20are%20now%20likely%20to,%C2%A3140%20each%20year%20thereafter. 
14 Battery electric vehicle sales in UK were outpacing hybrids – before Covid-19 struck, https://www.pv-
magazine.com/2020/05/18/battery-electric-vehicle-sales-in-uk-were-outpacing-hybrids-before-covid-19-
struck/ 
15 EV &AFV Registrations, https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/ 
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The cumulative number of registered EVs in the UK has exceeded 

300,000, with sales of Pure-EVs overtaking PHEVs in early 2020. Pure-

EVs are the only type of vehicle in May 2020 that records an increase in 

registrations when compared to same metrics in May 2019.  

Looking at 12-month registrations between 2019 Q4 and 2018 Q4, 

London has recorded the highest growth at 56%, while the South East 

is the region with the most EVs.  

https://pod-point.com/guides/driver/road-tax-on-electric-cars#:~:text=Since%20April%202020%20zero%20emission,on%20a%20pure%20electric%20vehicle.&text=PHEVs%20are%20now%20likely%20to,%C2%A3140%20each%20year%20thereafter.
https://pod-point.com/guides/driver/road-tax-on-electric-cars#:~:text=Since%20April%202020%20zero%20emission,on%20a%20pure%20electric%20vehicle.&text=PHEVs%20are%20now%20likely%20to,%C2%A3140%20each%20year%20thereafter.
https://pod-point.com/guides/driver/road-tax-on-electric-cars#:~:text=Since%20April%202020%20zero%20emission,on%20a%20pure%20electric%20vehicle.&text=PHEVs%20are%20now%20likely%20to,%C2%A3140%20each%20year%20thereafter.
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/05/18/battery-electric-vehicle-sales-in-uk-were-outpacing-hybrids-before-covid-19-struck/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/05/18/battery-electric-vehicle-sales-in-uk-were-outpacing-hybrids-before-covid-19-struck/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/05/18/battery-electric-vehicle-sales-in-uk-were-outpacing-hybrids-before-covid-19-struck/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
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The cumulative number of registered electric vehicles in the UK has exceeded 300,000. With new 

government regulations and ever-growing awareness of climate emergency, it is expected that the 

upward trend will continue. 

 Figure 6: Cumulative UK electric vehicles registrations16 

 

Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, Driver and Vehicle Licencing Agency  

 

The 12-month movement of EV registrations between 2018 Q4 and 2019 Q4 in all UK regions were 

positive, ranging from 21% growth to as high as 56% in London. The South East is the region with most 

EV registrations overall, followed by London and West Midlands.  

Table 3: 12-movement in EV registrations between 2019 Q4 and 2018 Q4 

Region 2019 Q4 2018 Q4 12-month movement 12-month movement (%) 

London 38,641 24,751 13,890 56.1% 

Scotland 16,110 11,245 4,865 43.3% 

Yorkshire and the 
Humber 

17,837 12,558 5,279 42.0% 

Wales 5,315 3,951 1,364 34.5% 

North West 13,979 10,427 3,552 34.1% 

South East 54,833 40,948 13,885 33.9% 

East Midlands 14,170 10,744 3,426 31.9% 

West Midlands 35,464 26,953 8,511 31.6% 

South West 28,651 22,195 6,456 29.1% 

East of England 32,440 25,269 7,171 28.4% 

Northern Ireland 3,131 2,549 582 22.8% 

North East 4,229 3,495 734 21.0% 

England  240,244 177,340 62,904 35.5% 

UK 269,377 198,260 71,117 35.9% 
Source: Department for Transport statistics  

                                                           
16 EV registrations for UK Power Networks’ licence area were not received from the DVLA between 2017 Q2 
and 2019 Q1 
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The geographical distribution of EVs per local authority in the UK as of 2019 Q4 is shown on the 

following page. London and South East have been leaders in the EV registrations across the country, 

and the East has been catching up quickly as well. 

Figure 7: UK distribution of registered EVs by local authorities 

 

Sources: Department for Transport statistics 
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Green Plates for EVs 

As part of the “green economic recovery” plan, Transport Secretary Grant Shapps announced the plans 

to adopt new green registration plates for ultra-low emission vehicles and the set up of funds totalling 

£12m through the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) and Innovate UK on zero emission vehicle 

research17.  

From autumn this year, owners of new and existing ultra-low emission vehicles, including cars, vans, 

motorbikes, trucks, bus and coaches18, can choose to adopt the green number plates on their vehicle. 

The intention of the government is to increase visibility of clean vehicles on roads as well as helping 

local authorities to issue benefits to such vehicles19. The design of the new plate will not be entirely in 

green, rather, it is replacing the blue stripe for the EU number plates as shown: 

Figure 8: Green plates for ultra-low emission vehicle 

 

Sources: electrive.com 

The funding will be split into £10m for a new Zero Emission Vehicle Innovation Competition and £2m 

to support research by Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME)20. The £10m competition fund will 

be inviting bids for advancements in pure-EV and hydrogen vehicles, and also on charging 

infrastructure development.  Meanwhile the £2m funding will focus on research into zero-emission 

vehicles and battery technology with targets to create over 6,000 skilled jobs in SMEs, hence 

supporting local economic growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
17 Electric Vehicle Funding to Drive UK’s ‘Green Economic Recovery, https://digit.fyi/electric-vehicle-funding-
boost-to-drive-uks-green-economic-recovery/ 
18 Introduction of green number plates for ultra low emission vehicles, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/introduction-of-green-number-plates-for-ultra-low-emission-
vehicles 
19 UK to introduce EV license plates in Autumn, https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/16/uk-to-introduce-ev-
license-plates-in-autumn/ 
20 Electric Vehicle Funding to Drive UK’s ‘Green Economic Recovery, https://digit.fyi/electric-vehicle-funding-
boost-to-drive-uks-green-economic-recovery/ 

https://digit.fyi/electric-vehicle-funding-boost-to-drive-uks-green-economic-recovery/
https://digit.fyi/electric-vehicle-funding-boost-to-drive-uks-green-economic-recovery/
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/introduction-of-green-number-plates-for-ultra-low-emission-vehicles
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/introduction-of-green-number-plates-for-ultra-low-emission-vehicles
https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/16/uk-to-introduce-ev-license-plates-in-autumn/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/16/uk-to-introduce-ev-license-plates-in-autumn/
https://digit.fyi/electric-vehicle-funding-boost-to-drive-uks-green-economic-recovery/
https://digit.fyi/electric-vehicle-funding-boost-to-drive-uks-green-economic-recovery/
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3.4. European Public Charging Infrastructure 

Public charge point infrastructure in Europe21 is dominated by five countries, namely the Netherlands, 

Germany, France, the UK and Norway. These countries account for 74% of public charge points in 

Europe.  

Table 4: Breakdown of public charging infrastructure by for a selection of European countries22 

Country 
Public charge 
points 

% of all European 
charge points 

Electric 
vehicles 

% of all 
European EVs 

2020 market 
share23 

Netherlands 55,739  23.3% 213,701  10.5% 11.9% 

Germany 40,412  16.9% 340,804  16.8% 7.5% 

France 38,099  15.9% 262,815  13.0% 9.6% 

UK 27,236  11.4% 304,968  15.0% 6.9% 

Norway 16,386  6.8% 350,861  17.3% 69.5% 

Italy 11,778  4.9% 48,090  2.4% 2.5% 

Austria 7,885  3.3% 40,898  2.0% 6.7% 

Sweden 7,570  3.2% 135,068  6.7% 26.6% 

Belgium 7,451  3.1% 62,197  3.1% 6.3% 

Switzerland 6,520  2.7% 56,525  2.8% 9.8% 

Spain 5,550  2.3% 53,191  2.6% 3.3% 

Denmark 2,663  1.1% 28,875  1.4% 8.5% 

Finland 2,373  1.0% 24,312  1.2% 16.1% 

Europe total 239,532 100% 2,027,855 100% 7.4% 

Source: European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO)24  

 

Looking at the rest of the table, Italy is catching up in public charge point installation. It is now the 

sixth European country to have over 10,000 public charge points and one of the countries with lowest 

EV to public charge point ratio. In fact, Italy has recorded a significant increase in number of public 

charge points from 3,433 in 2018 to 9,176 at the end of 2019, facilitated by the introduction of “Eco-

Bonus” program for charge points and EVs in May 201925.   

Other than Italy, France and Sweden are also offering generous monetary incentives to boost up their 

EV fleet. The map below gives a summary of monetary EV incentives in selected countries in Europe: 

  

                                                           
21 “Europe” refers to the EU + UK + European Free Trade Association +Turkey 
22 EAFO figures for EV count and chare points are believed to be a few months out of date and do not reflect 
the UKs actual current total. EAFO figures have been used for consistency of sources between countries. 
23 2020 market share refers to the percentage of newly registered cars that are electric 
24 European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO), https://www.eafo.eu/alternative-fuels/electricity/charging-
infra-stats## 
25 Italian EV and hybrid incentives: up to €6,000, also for leased company cars, 
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/italy/features/italian-ev-and-hybrid-incentives-eu6000-also-
leased-company-
cars?a=DQU04&t%5B0%5D=Taxation&t%5B1%5D=EV&t%5B2%5D=Electrification&t%5B3%5D=Hybrid&t%5B4
%5D=Italy&t%5B5%5D=Taxation%20Guide&curl=1 

https://www.eafo.eu/alternative-fuels/electricity/charging-infra-stats
https://www.eafo.eu/alternative-fuels/electricity/charging-infra-stats
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/italy/features/italian-ev-and-hybrid-incentives-eu6000-also-leased-company-cars?a=DQU04&t%5B0%5D=Taxation&t%5B1%5D=EV&t%5B2%5D=Electrification&t%5B3%5D=Hybrid&t%5B4%5D=Italy&t%5B5%5D=Taxation%20Guide&curl=1
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/italy/features/italian-ev-and-hybrid-incentives-eu6000-also-leased-company-cars?a=DQU04&t%5B0%5D=Taxation&t%5B1%5D=EV&t%5B2%5D=Electrification&t%5B3%5D=Hybrid&t%5B4%5D=Italy&t%5B5%5D=Taxation%20Guide&curl=1
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/italy/features/italian-ev-and-hybrid-incentives-eu6000-also-leased-company-cars?a=DQU04&t%5B0%5D=Taxation&t%5B1%5D=EV&t%5B2%5D=Electrification&t%5B3%5D=Hybrid&t%5B4%5D=Italy&t%5B5%5D=Taxation%20Guide&curl=1
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/italy/features/italian-ev-and-hybrid-incentives-eu6000-also-leased-company-cars?a=DQU04&t%5B0%5D=Taxation&t%5B1%5D=EV&t%5B2%5D=Electrification&t%5B3%5D=Hybrid&t%5B4%5D=Italy&t%5B5%5D=Taxation%20Guide&curl=1
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 Figure 9: Monetary EV incentives in selected countries in Europe 

 

Source: Wallbox26  

 

Despite the fact that there are no EV subsidies in the Netherlands, the European country with the 

most EV charge points, it provides a range of tax benefits in purchase tax, ownership tax, and company 

tax in order to make EV ownership cost the same as owning a diesel or petrol vehicle. It also offers 

tax-deductible investments for clean technologies such as zero-emission and plug-in hybrid vehicles, 

as well as EV charging points. Furthermore, its municipal charging point system ensures EV owners 

can have a charge point installed on their street without paying any installation fee. 

  

                                                           
26 EV and EV Charger Incentives in Europe: A Complete Guide for Businesses and Individuals, 
https://wallbox.com/en_us/guide-to-ev-incentives-europe#Norway 

https://wallbox.com/en_us/guide-to-ev-incentives-europe#Norway
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The European average EV to public charge point ratio is 8.5. Of the top 5 countries with most EV charge 

points, Norway and the UK both have EV to charge point ratio higher than the average, while the ratios 

for the Netherlands, France and Germany are 3.8, 6.9, and 8.4 respectively.   

 Figure 10: EV to public charge point ratio for selected European countries 

 

Source: European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO) 
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3.5. European Electric Vehicle Markets 

According to data from European Automobile Manufacturers Association; Germany, Norway, the UK, 

France and the Netherlands account for 73% of the total number of EVs in Europe. Over 2019 these 

countries accounted for 70% of European EV sales, with Germany and the UK leading the way with 

109,000 and 73,000 EV registrations respectively. 

 Figure 11: Leading European countries for EV registrations over 2019 

 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association27 

 

Looking at the growth of EV registrations, France, Germany and the UK have all achieved significant 

increases. In 2020 Q1, Germany recorded the highest number of BEV registrations in Europe; while 

France and the UK saw the fastest growth in BEV registrations, increasing by 146% and 204% 

respectively within a year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
27 European Automobile Manufacturers Association, https://www.acea.be/statistics/tag/category/electric-
and-alternative-vehicle-registrations 
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Table 5: 12-month movement in major European EV markets 

Country 
2020 Q1 BEV 

registrations 

12-month 

movement 

2020 Q1 PHEV 

registrations 

12-month 

movement 

Total EV 

change (%) 

France 25,960 146% 9,423 140% 144% 

Germany 26,030 63% 26,419 258% 125% 

UK 18,256 204% 13,662 59% 119% 

Netherlands 8,699 -12% 3,272 84% 2% 

Norway 16,347 -12% 6,221 31% -4% 

Sweden 5,638 38% 12,835 125% 88% 

Switzerland 3,137 4% 2,283 192% 42% 

Belgium 2,885 31% 4,806 126% 78% 

Spain 3,948 43% 3,306 92% 62% 

EU 91,756 48% 75,376 102% 69% 

Europe Total 112,041 34% 84,251 95% 55% 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association 

 

As for PHEVs, Germany recorded over 26,000 new registrations during 2020 Q1, representing an 
impressive growth of 258%, almost double of the number in the UK, which had the second highest 
number of new PHEV registrations last quarter28. The main reason for this popularity in Germany is 
due to special tax treatments that stimulate premium car manufacturers to release new models such 
as the Audi e-tron and Porsche Taycan29. However, this trend may change shortly as the German 
government has regarded PHEVs as “not more environmentally friendly per se” and will apply a lower 
subsidy rate on PHEVs than BEVs30. 

 
Quarterly EV registrations in Europe is showing a steady and steep growth over the last few quarters. 

Other than the Netherlands, almost all European countries have recorded a growth in EV registrations 

during 2020 Q1. There are five countries with over 15,000 new EV registered in 2020 Q1 -  Norway, 

the UK, Germany, France and Sweden.    

                                                           
28 2020 (Q1) Europe: Electric and Plug-In Hybrid Car Sales per EU, UK and EFTA Country, https://www.best-
selling-cars.com/electric/latest-europe-electric-and-plug-in-hybrid-car-sales-per-eu-and-efta-country/ 
29 Germany: In March 2020 Plug-In Electric Cars Sold Like Never Before, 
https://insideevs.com/news/414724/germany-march-2020-plugin-cars-sales/ 
30 Germany doubles EV subsidies, no more diesel support, https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-
doubles-ev-subsidies-no-more-diesel-support/ 

https://www.best-selling-cars.com/electric/latest-europe-electric-and-plug-in-hybrid-car-sales-per-eu-and-efta-country/
https://www.best-selling-cars.com/electric/latest-europe-electric-and-plug-in-hybrid-car-sales-per-eu-and-efta-country/
https://insideevs.com/news/414724/germany-march-2020-plugin-cars-sales/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-doubles-ev-subsidies-no-more-diesel-support/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-doubles-ev-subsidies-no-more-diesel-support/
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 Figure 12: Quarterly EV registrations31 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association 

The quarterly BEV to PHEV ratio in the UK and Europe are both 0.57 in 2020 Q1. It represents an 

increase of BEV registrations in the UK, which is aligned with the discussion in the UK EV uptake 

section. The decrease of BEV/PHEV ratio in Europe is related to the strong PHEV market in certain 

European countries including Germany and Sweden, where PHEVs outsold BEVs during 2020 Q1. 

 Figure 13: Quarterly BEV to PHEV ratio 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association 

                                                           
31The spikes in the final quarters of 2015 and 2016 are due to tax changes in the Netherlands that came into 
effect in January 2016 and January 2017. No further such changes are scheduled in the Netherlands. 
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4. Storage 

 

 

4.1. UK Storage Report 

Electrical storage units are critically important to achieving net zero, as they provide flexibility in the 

electricity network, allowing balancing of supply and demand, as well as maintaining a stable system 

frequency. There are two main forms of electrical storage in the UK; pumped hydropower, and battery 

storage, although liquid air energy storage and flywheels are also being explored. Battery storage units 

are able to charge and discharge quickly – allowing them to react quicker to system needs, while 

hydropower tends to be longer duration and higher capacity. 

Figure 14 and Figure 15: Energy storage in the UK 

 

Source: Pathways to a Net Zero Future - https://www.regen.co.uk/electricity-storage-pathways-to-a-net-zero-future/ 

 

The aggregate electrical storage capacity of the UK is approximately 4GW. Of this, 23% is supplied by 

batteries, with the remainder being pumped hydro storage.  

 

 

There is approximately 4GW of electrical storage capacity in the UK, 860MW 

of which is supplied by batteries, mostly located in the East and North East of 

England. 

Plans are underway to construct the UKs first GigaFactory, with a production 

capacity of 35GWh. 

https://www.regen.co.uk/electricity-storage-pathways-to-a-net-zero-future/
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Just over 1GW (27%) of the UKs electrical storage capacity is connected to the distribution network, 

with the majority connected in North Wales, Merseyside and Cheshire, East of England, and South 

Scotland. Although, a large proportion of this is made up of pumped hydro storage in North Wales and 

South Scotland. With regards to battery electric storage, the East of England, and North East of 

England are the two regions with the most capacity. 

Figure 16: Storage capacity by type and region 

 

Source: Pathways to a Net Zero Future - https://www.regen.co.uk/electricity-storage-pathways-to-a-net-zero-future/ 

 

In their report “Electricity Storage: Pathways to a Net Zero Future”, the Electricity Storage Network 

identified a number of barriers currently facing energy storage. The barriers cover a range of areas, 

such as legislation, long term targets, and business rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.regen.co.uk/electricity-storage-pathways-to-a-net-zero-future/
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Table 6: Barriers to Storage 

Barrier Context 

Storage is not 
defined in 
legislation 

BEIS addressed some issues as part of their Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan, and 
committed to legally define storage as a subset of generation in both the Electricity Act 
and the electricity generation licence 
Many in the industry are pushing for storage to have a license of its own, with separate 
rules, codes and guidance specifically for storage.  
Storage must be included in the electricity licence framework. 

There are no 
targets or 
direction 

Unclear about the longer-term plan – how much storage will we need, what services do 
we need it to provide, what technologies do we need to develop?  
Government should set a clear signal for the trajectory for storage over the next decade. 

No plan for 
long-duration 
storage 

Many of these projects have high Capital costs, and it’s very difficult to get the investment 
needed with no realistic prospect of revenue. 
Government and industry must develop a joint plan for long-duration storage, including 
revenue mechanisms that would fund such projects beyond the research and 
development phase. 

Clear route 
needed to a 
sustainable 
and ethical 
supply chain 

Minerals used to create vital components in batteries – lithium, cobalt, nickel – are a finite 
resource and produced within the existing extractive industry model that suffers from 
environmental and human rights abuses. 
Industry and government need to work to increase awareness of supply chain 
challenges, working towards a supply chain standard that the industry can adapt. 

Business rates 
are high 

Business rates make up a significant proportion of the business model for storage, 
particularly for behind-the-meter assets. The Electricity Storage Network (ESN) is working 
with the Valuation Office Agency to improve the current calculation for business rates, but 
at present the calculation is over-generalised and doesn’t take into account the wide 
variation between assets. 
Those using a behind-the-meter business model are penalised with high rates for reducing 
their impact on the grid and supporting the net zero transition. 
The government should provide business rates relief to storage providers who are key to 
the transition to net zero. 

Markets are 
not accessible 

As we decarbonise, large numbers of smaller assets are connecting, and while the system 
is adapting to control and balance these smaller units, there are still barriers to accessing 
some markets and to competing with incumbent providers. The ESN is working with 
National Grid Electricity System Operator to improve market access, pushing for a level 
playing field in control room decision-making and automation, lowered barriers to 
participation in auctions, and targeted support. 
However, non-fossil fuel assets are still struggling to compete on this uneven playing field. 
Market barriers must be eliminated to fully value the services that storage can provide. 
Flexibility markets should value carbon and provide transparent reporting on the carbon 
intensity of all services. 

Source: Pathways to a Net Zero Future - https://www.regen.co.uk/electricity-storage-pathways-to-a-net-zero-future/ 

 

The first barrier, that storage is not defined in legislation, has led to storage being “double charged” 

as it is classified as both import and export meaning it has to pay both import and export charges. This 

was overhauled recently by Ofgem, and storage operators will only pay charges on electricity exports 

from April 202132. 

 

 

                                                           
32 https://utilityweek.co.uk/ofgem-ends-double-charging-storage-balancing-services/ 

https://www.regen.co.uk/electricity-storage-pathways-to-a-net-zero-future/
https://utilityweek.co.uk/ofgem-ends-double-charging-storage-balancing-services/
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UK Gigaplant 

The UK could see its first full cycle battery cell GigaPlant after battery manufacturers AMTE and 

Britishvolt signed a Memorandum of Understanding focused on looking into expanding onshore 

battery manufacturing33. The target is to construct a plant with a production capacity of 35GWh, 

matching the Tesla Nevada Gigafactory, and with a launch date in 2023. 

Should the project be successful, it will enable the scalable production of lithium-ion batteries in the 

UK, which could be essential to achieving net zero. CEO of Britishvolt, Lars Carlstrom, stated “It is costly 

and carbon-intensive to have lithium-ion batteries imported from the Far East, and this GigaPlant 

would cement a solid onshore supply chain to ensure quality and eliminate future uncertainty of 

supply”34. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
33 https://britishvolt.com/news/amte-britishvolt-pressrelease-20200520/ 
34 https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/landmark_plans_for_uks_first_lithium_ion_gigaplant_unveiled 

https://britishvolt.com/news/amte-britishvolt-pressrelease-20200520/
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/landmark_plans_for_uks_first_lithium_ion_gigaplant_unveiled
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5. Generation and Low-Carbon Technologies 

 

5.1. UK Generation Mix 

Total generation by the Major Power Producers fell in 2020 Q1, especially due to warmer January and 

at the end of the quarter where the nation entered lockdown due to the COVID pandemic. 

Renewables, in particular wind, has recorded a new peak. The main driver for this is the extreme 

weather conditions that lead to a steady high wind generation output35. In fact, generation of all 

renewables (30TWh) exceeded total of fossil fuels, namely gas and coal (27TWh), in the first quarter 

of 2020.   

Figure 17: Annual UK generation mix – long term trend

 

Sources: UK Government statistics36 

 

The 12-month generation mix further illustrates the ever-growing importance of renewables and low-

carbon generation in the UK. Low-carbon generation (renewables and nuclear) contributed 55% of the 

generation mix during this period, with renewables contributing 35% of that total.  

                                                           
35 UK first: Renewables overtook coal in Q1 2020, partly thanks to COVID-19, https://www.smart-
energy.com/renewable-energy/uk-first-renewables-overtook-coal-in-q1-2020-partly-thanks-to-covid-19/ 
36 Electricity production and availability from the public supply system (ET 5.4), 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends 
 

Electricity generation by Major Power Producers fell in 2020 Q1 due to 

a warmer January and the COVID pandemic. With lowered demand 

and increasing availability of renewable energy, the UK had a coal-free 

period of over 2 months between April and June.   

A survey by BEIS revealed that public awareness of Net Zero is still low 

at 35%, while more than half of the respondents agreed that climate 

change is affecting their local area.   

https://www.smart-energy.com/renewable-energy/uk-first-renewables-overtook-coal-in-q1-2020-partly-thanks-to-covid-19/
https://www.smart-energy.com/renewable-energy/uk-first-renewables-overtook-coal-in-q1-2020-partly-thanks-to-covid-19/
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends
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Figure 18: UK generation mix – 12 months to April 2020 

 

Sources: UK Government statistics 

There has been a significant growth in both offshore wind (+33%) and onshore wind (+16%), while 

coal has shown a huge decline in use (-36%). 

Table 7: UK generation mix – 12 month trend 

Technology 
12 months to 2019 
Q1 (TWh) 

12 months to 2020 
Q1 (TWh) 

Movement (TWh) Movement (%) 

Gas 117.3 107.3  -           9.9  -8% 

Nuclear 56.6  50.3  -           6.3  -11% 

Coal 10.5  6.8  -           3.8  -36% 

Oil 0.5  0.6  0.0  7% 

Hydro 4.0  4.7  0.6  15% 

Offshore Wind 27.1  36.1  9.0  33% 

Onshore Wind 22.1  25.6  3.5  16% 

Bioenergy 18.8  19.7  0.9  5% 

Pumped Storage -           0.8  -           0.6  0.3  -32% 

Other Fuels 0.9  1.2  0.3  27% 

Solar 3.8  3.9  0.1  2% 

Total Renewables 75.9  90.0  14.1  19% 

Total Generation 274.7  267.5  -        7.1  -3% 
Sources: UK Government statistics 

Generation from all renewable sources recorded a positive movement between 2019 Q1 and 2020 

Q1, totalling an increase of 19% in the UK generation mix. Other than renewables, only two other fuels 

recorded positive trends.  
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Despite the positive trends that were observed in 2020 Q1, according to a report by the International 

Energy Agency, the global spending on renewables, especially distributed solar photovoltaics (PV), is 

expected to reduce in 2020 due to the pandemic lockdown37.      

 Figure 19: UK generation mix – variation between 2019 Q1 and 2020 Q1, renewables in red 

 

Sources: UK Government statistics 

 

Coal Free for over Two Months 

With closures of Fiddler’s Ferry in Cheshire and Aberthaw B in South Wales at the end of March 202038, 

there are only three coal power stations remaining in the UK. On afternoon of 10 April 202039, the UK 

entered its’ record coal-free period of 67 days, 22 hours and 55 minutes40, until the Drax power station 

in North Yorkshire connected one of its coal units back to the National Grid for online maintenance.   

This milestone achievement is mainly the result of the significant drop in demand during the national 

lockdown and increases in availability of renewable generation. The lockdown has led to a drop in 

power demand by 13% compared to the same period in 2019 as factories and businesses are closed46. 

During this coal-free period, renewables have contributed to almost 36% of power generation, 

followed by gas and nuclear with 33% and 21% respectively.     

 

                                                           
37 COVID-19 to cause ‘unparalleled decline’ in energy investment, 
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/covid_19_to_cause_unparalleled_decline_in_energy_investment 
38 A final fling with coal power, https://electricinsights.co.uk/#/reports/report-2020-q1/detail/a-final-fling-
with-coal-power?&_k=glt5gp 
39 What does Britain’s two months without coal power mean?, https://www.power-
technology.com/features/no-coal-uk-power-great-britain-transition/ 
40 Climate crisis: UK's record coal-free power run comes to an end, 
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/coal-free-power-uk-record-time-2020-how-long-renewable-
energy-a9570891.html 
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https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/covid_19_to_cause_unparalleled_decline_in_energy_investment
https://electricinsights.co.uk/#/reports/report-2020-q1/detail/a-final-fling-with-coal-power?&_k=glt5gp
https://electricinsights.co.uk/#/reports/report-2020-q1/detail/a-final-fling-with-coal-power?&_k=glt5gp
https://www.power-technology.com/features/no-coal-uk-power-great-britain-transition/
https://www.power-technology.com/features/no-coal-uk-power-great-britain-transition/
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/coal-free-power-uk-record-time-2020-how-long-renewable-energy-a9570891.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/coal-free-power-uk-record-time-2020-how-long-renewable-energy-a9570891.html
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5.2. Attitudes Towards Energy and Climate Change 

In March 2020, the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) carried out face-to-

face interviews with a sample of 1,851 adults to seek their views on energy and climate change etc. 

This survey ended early due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the sample was of a smaller size than 

previous quarterly surveys. 

Support on renewable generation technologies remained high in 2020 Q1, ranging from 68% for 

Biomass to 86% for solar. However this trend does not apply to nuclear, which is a low-carbon energy 

source.  Public support on nuclear has reached its lowest point (32%) since the start of tracker.  

 Figure 20: Percentage of population that support or strongly support various generation technologies 

 

Sources: UK Government statistics41 

 

The survey further asked the respondents on their view on nuclear related statements. While 44% 

agree nuclear is a reliable source of energy, 26% disagree with nuclear being a safe source of energy, 

and 24% disagree that nuclear will help to combat climate change.  

                                                           
41 BEIS Public Attitudes Tracker: Wave 33 – summary tables, https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/beis-
public-attitudes-tracker-wave-33 
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Figure 21: Public view on nuclear related statements 

 

Sources: UK Government statistics 

A question on Net Zero was newly introduced in the survey, 64% of the respondents said they have 

never heard of the Net Zero concept and 35% indicated different levels of awareness.    

Figure 22: Public awareness on Net Zero 

 

Sources: UK Government statistics 

 

As for views on climate change, 76% of the public indicated that they are either very or fairly 

concerned. Other than the 2% of people who do not believe in climate change, 68% agreed that 

climate change has already impacted the UK and 56% said climate change is affecting their local area. 
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Figure 23: Public’s view on how climate change is affecting their local area 

 

Sources: UK Government statistics 

 

These results show that there is a large section of the population who are concerned about climate 

change but are not being reached by government and energy companies on the steps being taken to 

mitigate it through targeting net zero emissions by 2050. 
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6. Economic Indicators and Covid 

 

6.1. Price of Fuels 

The final quarter of 2019 saw the wholesale prices of both gas and electricity rise for the first time 

since the third quarter of 2018. However, this trend has not continued, with a 47% fall in the wholesale 

price of electricity and a 36% fall in the wholesale price of gas in the first quarter of 2020. The current 

prices of gas (17p/therm) and electricity (£21/MWh) are the lowest prices on record (going back to 

2016Q1). 

Figure 24: Wholesale prices of gas and electricity 

 

Source: Wholesale price of electricity – Ofgem https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/data-portal/all-charts/policy-area/electricity-

wholesale-markets Wholesale price of gas – catalyst https://www.energybrokers.co.uk/gas/historic-price-data-graph  

 

The sharp decline in the wholesale price of electricity in the UK in the first quarter of 2020 is linked to 

the Covid-19 pandemic. The higher than average levels of wind and solar generation, combined with 

the fall in demand due to lockdown measures has created a surplus of energy, meaning lower 

wholesale prices. 

This continued fall in wholesale prices is reflected somewhat in the retail price indices of gas and 

electricity. Taking 2010 as a baseline year, gas prices are currently at a similar price level for the 

consumer as they were ten years ago. Electricity prices however, despite falling for the third quarter 

in a row, are over 30% more expensive than in 2010. 
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The retail prices of petrol and diesel fell to four year lows, with petrol prices in 

May falling below £1.05 a litre. After rising for the first time in over a year, 

the wholesale prices of gas and electricity fell significantly.  

The final quarter of 2019 saw the fewest housing starts since the third 

quarter of 2014, with under 30,000 houses started. This represents a 30% 

quarterly reduction on 2019 Q3. 

 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/data-portal/all-charts/policy-area/electricity-wholesale-markets
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/data-portal/all-charts/policy-area/electricity-wholesale-markets
https://www.energybrokers.co.uk/gas/historic-price-data-graph
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Figure 25: Retail price indices for gas and electricity 

 

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-domestic-energy-price-stastics 

 

Due to the extent of the fall in wholesale electricity prices, and the fact that the conditions which 

enabled such a fall have continued well into the second quarter of 2020, it is likely that both retail and 

wholesale prices of electricity will fall again in 2020 Q2. 

The retail prices of petrol and diesel fell to four year lows, with petrol prices in May falling below £1.05 

a litre. The fall in petrol and diesel prices is due to the crash in the oil market. Less travel means less 

demand for oil, which, alongside other factors, resulted in oil prices crashing to multi-decade lows45. 

Figure 26: Retail prices of petrol and diesel 

 

Source: BEIS weekly  fuel prices - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/oil-and-petroleum-products-

weekly-statistics 

The crash in oil prices is starting to recover, with oil prices rising 83% over May. This will likely spill 

over to the retail prices of petrol and diesel, with the AA saying that the crash in pump prices, which 

reduced prices by nearly 22p a litre over a period of 16 weeks, is over42. 

 

                                                           
42 https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/cars/article-8388327/Petrol-price-hike-way-month-experts-
warn.html 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-domestic-energy-price-stastics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/oil-and-petroleum-products-weekly-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/oil-and-petroleum-products-weekly-statistics
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/cars/article-8388327/Petrol-price-hike-way-month-experts-warn.html
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/cars/article-8388327/Petrol-price-hike-way-month-experts-warn.html
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6.2. Housing Activity 

Last year, annual housing starts fell by 10% across England, with approximately 150,000 housing starts 

in 2019 compared to 165,000 in 2018. Housing starts in UK Power Networks licence area fell by a 

similar proportion, although not spread evenly across our three licence areas. Annual housing starts 

in EPN and SPN remained relatively constant, while annual housing starts in LPN fell by over 50%. 

Figure 27: Quarterly housing starts 

 

Source: Housing Livetable 253a 

The final quarter of 2019 saw the fewest housing starts since the third quarter of 2014, with under 

30,000 houses started. This represents a 30% quarterly reduction on 2019 Q3. With regards to UK 

Power Networks licence areas, there have been significant decreases in housing starts in both EPN 

and SPN, while LPN has actually seen housing starts rise by 13% on 2019 Q3. 

Table 8: Movement in housing starts by region 

Region 2018Q4 2019Q3 2019Q4 
Quarterly 
movement 

Quarterly 
movement 
(%) 

12-month 
movement 

12-month 
movement 
(%) 

EPN  6,656   8,707   5,861   (2,846) -32.7%  (795) -11.9% 

LPN  3,215   1,655   1,874   219  13.2%  (1,341) -41.7% 

SPN  2,778   3,928   3,114   (814) -20.7%  336  12.1% 

UKPN  12,650   14,290   10,850   (3,440) -24.1%  (1,800) -14.2% 

England  35,660   42,590   29,670   (12,920) -30.3%  (5,990) -16.8% 

Source: Housing Livetable 253a 

 

Annual housing completions rose 9% in England, with almost 180,000 houses completed in 2019 

compared to 165,000 completions in 2018. This increase in completions has been seen across all three 

UK Power Networks licence areas, with EPN (+14%), LPN (+11%), and SPN (+39%) all seeing rises in 

annual completions. 
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Figure 28: Quarterly housing completions 

 

Source: Housing Livetable 253a 

 

Despite quarterly fluctuations, there has been a general upward trend in housing completions across 

both England and UK Power Networks licence areas. This trend has continued in the most recent 

quarter, with completions in the final quarter of 2019 up 15% in England, and 16% across UK Power 

Networks licence areas. 

Table 9: Movement in housing completions by region 

Region 2018Q4 2019Q3 2019Q4 
Quarterly 
movement 

Quarterly 
movement (%) 

12-month 
movement 

12-month 
movement (%) 

EPN  8,426   7,643   8,796   1,153  15.1%  370  4.4% 

LPN  4,138   3,778   4,970   1,192  31.6%  832  20.1% 

SPN  3,176   4,620   4,774   154  3.3%  1,598  50.3% 

UKPN  15,740   16,040   18,540   2,500  15.6%  2,800  17.8% 

England  47,740   43,080   49,590   6,510  15.1%  1,850  3.9% 

Source: Housing Livetable 253a 

 

Combining housing starts and completions over the course of the year gives an indication of where 

housing activity is most prominent. In the following map, we compare the annual starts and 

completions by local authority. In 2019 there were over 329,000 houses started and completed in 

England, a 0.5% decrease on 2018. Housing activity in UK Power Networks licence areas compare 

favourably, with 114,000 starts and completions in 2019, a 4% rise on 2018.  
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Figure 29: Housing activity over 2019

 

Source: Housing Livetable 253a 

The data shows that housing activity has regressed in LPN, the North West, and West of England, with 

starts and completions falling in these areas. Meanwhile, the East coast of the East of England, and 

South East have seen strong growth in housing activity. 
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6.3. Impact of Covid-19 

 

The latest analysis from professional services firm PwC forecast the UKs Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

to decline between 8% and 12% over 202043. To put this in perspective, during the 2008 financial crisis, 

the UKs GDP fell 6% between the first quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 200944. However, the 

Covid crisis is different, there should be gradual recovery later in the year, although a deeper 

contraction in Q2 could hold back the speed of recovery after the initial end of lockdown bounce. PwC 

forecast that by the end of 2021, the UK’s GDP will be around 1.5% to 7% below pre-crisis trends. 

The extent of the economic impact is uncertain due to a number of hard to predict factors, such as 

the trajectory of the virus, the duration and extent of lockdown measures, the reaction of consumers 

and impact on global consumption patterns, the volatility in global financial markets, and the level of 

fiscal response from government45. 

Energy Usage 

Due to many businesses having to close down during lockdown, the demand for electricity has 

dropped significantly in the UK and Europe as a whole. Analysis from Aurora Energy Research shows 

that energy usage in the UK in mid-May is down on average over 13% compared to last year, and this 

pattern is replicated in other European nations46. 

                                                           
43 https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/economics/insights/uk-economic-update-covid-19.html 
44 https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/articles/the2008recession10yearson/2018-04-
30 
45 Baringa analysis of Covid-19 impacts and dedicated scenarios 
46 https://www.auroraer.com/covid-implications-european-energy-markets/ 

The coronavirus pandemic has caused widespread disruption to our usual way 

of life, with impacts across all sectors of society. In this section of the Market 

Intelligence Report we look at the affects the pandemic has had so far, 

focusing on network specific impacts as well as wider economic impacts. 

https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/economics/insights/uk-economic-update-covid-19.html
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/articles/the2008recession10yearson/2018-04-30
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/articles/the2008recession10yearson/2018-04-30
https://www.auroraer.com/covid-implications-european-energy-markets/
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Figure 30: European power demand during Covid 

 

Source: Aurora Energy Research weekly market tracker 

This decline in energy demand has seen power prices fall across much of continental Europe, 

remaining on average 12%-40% lower than pre-Covid levels. Average prices in Great Britain fell by 

nearly 80% during the middle of May, largely driven by a sharp increase in the number of negative 

price periods47. 

Figure 31: Monthly instances of negative prices in the intraday market 

 

Source: Aurora Energy Research weekly market tracker 

Negative energy prices occur when the generation from low cost plants such as renewables is higher 

than demand. With lockdown measures significantly reducing demand, it has led to record numbers 

of negative price signals in both the intraday and day ahead markets. When negative prices last for six 

consecutive hours in the day ahead market, Contract for Difference (CfD) supported renewables will 

not receive top-up payments for any generation in those periods. This occurred in Great Britain for 

the first time in May. 

There is a risk that these negative prices affecting CfD supported renewable generators will lead to 

renewable curtailment. 

                                                           
47 Aurora weekly market tracker – week ending 24 May 
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7. Decarbonising Heat 

 

7.1. Heating Technologies 

There are approximately 8.3 million homes and business in our licence area, in order to meet net zero 

by 2050, every single one of them will need to powered and heated using low-carbon technologies.  

Currently, just over three quarters of properties in our licence network are heated via gas. This is 

slightly less than what is seen outside of our licence area, with roughly 81% of the rest of England 

heated by gas. Overall, the heating technology make up of UK Power Networks licence areas is similar 

to that of the rest of the country, with LPN proving to be the most unique. 

Figure 32: Heating technology make up of different regions 

 

Source: EPC database - https://epc.opendatacommunities.org/ 

 

Compared to our other licence areas and the rest of the country, LPN has a much higher proportion 

of properties connected to a district heat network. There is also a larger proportion of properties 

heated by an unknown heating source. This is compensated by a much smaller reliance on oil as a 

heating source, with oil heating less than 0.1% of properties in LPN compared to over 6% in EPN.  
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Currently just over 75% of properties in UK Power Networks licence area are 

heated via a gas connection, less than the England average. LPN has the 

highest number of heat networks, and this looks to continue in the future. In 

our licence area by 2030, an estimated 80% of properties connected to heat 

networks will be located in London. 

The non-domestic RHI scheme has seen falling accreditations year on year 

since 2014, with 2019 seeing the lowest number since 2011. Domestic RHI 

accreditations rose last year to reach their highest level since 2015, although 

in real terms 2019 saw less than half the accreditations as seen in 2015. 

https://epc.opendatacommunities.org/
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The higher proportion of district heating makes sense in LPN due to London having a higher heat 

density than most other areas of the UK. In our Distribution Future Energy Scenarios, we forecast 

where district heating systems will likely be installed in our licence area. By 2030, under the “high” 

uptake scenario, there could be over 520,000 customers connected to heat networks in our licence 

area, of which an estimated 80% will be in London. 

Figure 33: Homes connected to heat networks by Lower Layer Super Output Area 

 

Source: UK Power Networks Distribution Future Energy Scenarios - 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2020/02/06/distribution-future-energy-scenarios/ 

 

As expected, heat networks appear most viable in large towns and cities, areas with a higher heat 

demand density. London provides the most opportunities to make the most of centralised heat 

sources. One such example is Transport for London looking for ways to make use of the heat in its 

tube tunnels. In an Early Market Engagement TfL have stated that as part of a wider scheme to cool 

the underground they “seek to inform the market of potential future opportunities to utilise waste 

heat from ventilation shafts”48. Utilising waste heat from the underground would be an 

environmentally friendly way of reusing heat, as well as providing a better service for customers, and 

an additional revenue stream for TfL. 

                                                           
48 http://bidstats.uk/tenders/2020/W21/727253145 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2020/02/06/distribution-future-energy-scenarios/
http://bidstats.uk/tenders/2020/W21/727253145
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7.2. Renewable Heat Incentive and the Future 

The Renewable Heat Incentive was introduced to help support households and business convert to 

renewable heating sources by way of quarterly payments for units of low-carbon heat produced. The 

scheme has seen limited success, as current trajectories suggest that 8-10% of UK homes will be 

heated by a renewable heat source by the end of 202049, compared to the target of 12%. The main 

criticism being that the scheme does nothing to offset the high upfront cost of low-carbon heat 

sources such as heat pumps.  

As of May 2020, there have been almost 100,000 RHI accreditations, 80% of which have been 

accredited through the Domestic RHI (DRHI) scheme, with the remainder being accredited through 

the non-domestic (NDRHI) scheme. The non-domestic scheme has seen falling accreditations year on 

year since 2014, with 2019 seeing the lowest number since 2011. Domestic RHI accreditations actually 

rose last year to reach their highest level since 2015, although in real terms 2019 saw less than half 

the accreditations as seen in 2015. 

Figure 34: Annual RHI accreditations 

 

Source: May RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-monthly-deployment-data-may-2020 

 

The types of heating technologies used varies by both region and scheme. Biomass boilers are by far 

the most popular choice for NDRHI customers, with over 85% of all NDRHI accreditations being of this 

technology type. Meanwhile, the domestic RHI scheme sees slightly more variation in technologies, 

air source heat pumps (ASHP) remain the most popular with 59% of DRHI accreditations being of this 

technology.  

 

                                                           
49 https://www.edie.net/news/11/Government-planning-to-replace-RHI-with-Clean-Heat-Grant/ 
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Figure 35: Breakdown of RHI technologies 

Source: May RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-monthly-deployment-data-may-2020 

 

There have been declines in applications for the domestic RHI due to impacts associated with the 

Covid-19 pandemic. However, despite this the first quarter of 2020 saw an increase in ASHP 

accreditations, this follows a consistent positive trend in ASHP uptake since the third quarter of 2018. 

Figure 36: Quarter domestic RHI accreditations by technology type 

 

Source: May RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-monthly-deployment-data-may-2020 
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RHI Replacement 

On 28 April 2020 the Government announced that the non-domestic RHI scheme would close to new 

applicants from April 2021, whilst the domestic RHI has been extended to March 202250. 

Two schemes are being proposed to replace the RHI, a Clean Heat Grant (CHG) and a Green Gas 

Support Scheme (GGSS), both of which are under consultation – ending 7 July 202051. The GGSS is 

intended to support the production of decarbonised gas for use in the gas grid and will run from the 

2021/22 financial year to 2025/26. The scheme is expected to contribute 21.6 MtCO2e of carbon 

savings over its lifetime (roughly equivalent to the emissions produced by the electricity sector every 

three and a half months52). The current proposal is for the scheme to support only biomethane 

produced from anaerobic digestion as it is the only green gas commercially produced in the UK, 

although support for other green gases will be considered in the long term. 

The financial structure of the GGSS will be tariff based, which the government say is particularly well 

suited to biomethane support as it helps to address the significant operating costs of anaerobic 

digestion plants53. The tariffs will be tiered, meaning that the tariff applied will depend on the amount 

of biomethane produced. 

Table 10: Proposed biomethane tariff 

Tier Production capacity Tariff Amount (p/kWh) Estimated Earnings 

1 
First 60,000 MWh of 
eligible biomethane 

4.9-5.5 p/kWh £3m 

2 
Next 40,000 MWh of 
eligible biomethane 

3.25-3.75 p/kWh £1.4m 

3 
Remaining eligible 
biomethane 

1.5-2.75 p/kWh Depends on production 

Source: Future support for low-carbon heat consultation53 

 

These proposed tariffs are slightly higher than the tariffs in the existing RHI scheme, and the overall 

structure of the GGSS will be similar to the RHI. This includes a means by which tariffs can change to 

reflect the true cost in industry, without over-restricting growth by making tariffs too low to stimulate 

investment. 

Table 11: RHI tariffs for biomethane injection 

Tier Production capacity Tariff amount (p/kWh) Earnings 

1 First 40,000 MWh 4.92 p/kWh £2m 

2 Next 40,000 MWh 2.90 p/kWh £1.2m 

3 Remaining production 2.24 p/kWh Depends on production 

Source: Non domestic RHI tables - https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/non-domestic-rhi-tariff-table 

 

The other proposed scheme – the Clean Heat Grant will be structurally more different from the 

existing RHI than the GGSS. It is expected to open in April 2022, with funding committed for at least 

two years, to March 2024.  

                                                           
50 https://www.edie.net/news/11/Government-planning-to-replace-RHI-with-Clean-Heat-Grant/ 
51 Views on the future of CHG and GGSS can be submitted here - 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/future-support-for-low-carbon-heat 
52 http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1409/fes-2019.pdf 
53https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/888736
/future-support-for-low-carbon-heat-consultation.pdf  

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/non-domestic-rhi-tariff-table
https://www.edie.net/news/11/Government-planning-to-replace-RHI-with-Clean-Heat-Grant/
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/future-support-for-low-carbon-heat
http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1409/fes-2019.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/888736/future-support-for-low-carbon-heat-consultation.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/888736/future-support-for-low-carbon-heat-consultation.pdf
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The Government has recognised that upfront capital cost of a renewable heat source is the largest 

barrier to uptake for many people who may otherwise consider converting to renewable heat. This is 

why they CHG will move away from a tariff based mechanism and towards an upfront grant 

mechanism. The current form of the grant is a flat rate of £4,000 for all technologies eligible under the 

CHG. This will put the onus on the market to find which of these offers the most cost-effective low-

carbon technology for each property. 

The level of support offered in the CHG will be in line with many European grants, which are in the 

region of €2,000. The CHG grant of £4,000 is much higher, but this reflects the higher installation and 

operating costs in the UK compared to other countries53. Analysis by the Government shows that in 

the Netherlands, which has seen 50% yearly growth in renewable heat deployment, a post subsidy 

9kW heat pump costs the consumer £6,396, compared to approximately £6,300 under the proposed 

CHG mechanism. 
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Appendix A. Electric Vehicle Models 

As of 2019 Q4, the top selling EV model in the UK is still Mitsubishi Outlander, a PHEV with 43,000 

registrations. However its quarterly growth is slowing down from 2% to 0.5%. There are six EV models 

that sold more than 10,000 units in the quarter, including three PHEVs (Mitsubishi Outlander, BMW 

330E and BMW 530E) and three pure-EVs (Nissan Leaf, BMW i3 and Tesla Model 3), which total at 

71,600 and 55,045 respectively. Although the aggregate registrations of the top 3 PHEVs outnumbers 

top 3 pure-EVs by about 21,000, the top 10 total of both types are almost the same (80,000 each).     

Table 12: Top selling EV models 

Model Type Registrations as of 2019 Q4 Quarterly growth (%) 

Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV 43,056 0.5% 

Nissan Leaf Pure-EV 28,395 6.1% 

BMW 330E PHEV 16,715 19.5% 

BMW i3 Pure-EV 16,078 7.1% 

BMW 530E PHEV 11,829 8.5% 

Tesla Model 3 Pure-EV 10,572 92.8% 

Renault Zoe Pure-EV 9,929 2.0% 

Tesla Model S Pure-EV 9,534 1.2% 

VW Golf GTE PHEV 8,420 -1.5% 

VW E-Golf  Pure-EV 4,891 34.0% 

Top Ten Total (Pure-EVs)  79,399 12% 

Top Ten Total (PHEVs)  80,020 5% 

Sources: Department for Transport statistics54 

Looking at the quarterly growth, the MG ZS recorded the highest percentage growth (868.8%); 
followed by Tesla Model 3 (92.8%), both pure-EVs. Out of the top 10 EV models that recorded the 
highest quarterly growth, eight are pure-EVs and two are PHEVs, which matches with the trend of 
pure-EVs starting to outsell PHEVs in the UK. 

Table 13: Top ten EVs for percentage increase in quarterly registrations 

Model Type Registrations 2019 Q4 Quarterly growth (%) Quarterly growth 

MG ZS Pure-EV 646 878.8% 580 

Tesla Model 3 Pure-EV 10,572 92.8% 5,088 

Mini C-Man PHEV 2,807 39.1% 789 

Volkswagen E-Golf Pure-EV 4,891 34.0% 1,242 

Jaguar I-Pace Pure-EV 4,749 29.3% 1,075 

Hyundai Kona Pure-EV 1,062 24.2% 207 

Smart EQ ForTwo Pure-EV 633 22.0% 114 

BMW 330E PHEV 16,715 19.5% 2,727 

KIA e-NIRO Pure-EV 673 12.0% 72 

Nissan E-NV200 Pure-EV 4,822 11.6% 502 

Sources: Department for Transport statistics 

 

The chart below shows an overview of total registrations and quarterly growth of top selling EV models 
in the UK during 2019 Q4, with red and yellow bars representing pure-EVs and PHEVs respectively. It 
can be noted that most models with significant quarterly growth are pure-EVs. 

                                                           
54 Table VEH0120, https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/statistics 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/statistics
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Figure 37: Top-selling EV models in the UK in 2019 Q4  

Note: PHEV highlighted in yellow orange and growth of MG ZS is 878% which grows outside the graph. 

 

Sources: Department for Transport statistics 
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